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       The only guiding principle you can use is to make something that you
want to see. 
~Thomas Tull

I'll tell the only thing I know in this business, I have had the absolute
privilege of making movies that I loved when I was a kid and loved my
whole life. 
~Thomas Tull

We just believe in what we make and we're in a very fortunate position
to be able to make stuff regardless of what model that follows. 
~Thomas Tull

I'm not the worlds biggest remake guy, meaning finding titles and
saying, "Hey it's got some brand awareness, let's just make a movie." 
~Thomas Tull

Whether it's Batman, Superman, Watchmen, the 300 story, we just
make stuff that I want to see. 
~Thomas Tull

When I watch the movie, which is I don't know how many times I've
done now with editing and everything, I walk out giddy just because I
feel like that's the movie that I want to see. 
~Thomas Tull

Comic-Con is always something that we- we love Comic-Con and we
generally have a big presence there. So we usually have something to
say there, and just as things come together. 
~Thomas Tull

When it was time to talk about Warcraft we took our time, we knew
what the story was going to be, we had a field general in Duncan
Jones. Same thing with Godzilla, we kind of measured twice, cut once. 
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~Thomas Tull

With Godzilla, I've been a huge fan my whole life. 
~Thomas Tull

Each one [movie] is very important to us and from a fiscal responsibility,
filmmakers understand that it's highly personal for us and they've been
great about it. 
~Thomas Tull

I also think that filmmakers understand, we don't have to make twenty
movies a year, we make four to six. 
~Thomas Tull

Godzilla it's not a remake, it's our chapter. I think what I'm most excited
about is all the principles that we laid out in the beginning, I feel like we
were able to hit on those things. 
~Thomas Tull
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